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We present the first analysis of the common-pool resource dilemma game under group size uncer-

tainty. In our model, the number of active players and the size of the resource are random variables,

but the distributions are common knowledge. All active players privately and simultaneously choose

an amount of the resource to request. If the sum of all requests is less than or equal to the realized

resource size, then all players receive utility equal to their request; otherwise, all players receive

zero utility. The introduction of group size uncertainty makes the traditional analysis intractable.

We exploit the mixed continuous/discrete nature of the game to obtain the set of potential equi-

libria, of which only a subset can be classified as equilibria in the Nash sense. We compare our

predictions to the data of several experimental studies ex post. Theoretically, an increase in group

size uncertainty increases equilibrium resource requests. Overall, the data supports a reversal of

the prediction: an increase in group size uncertainty decreases resource requests, provided resource

uncertainty is not too extreme. A large portion of the data can be rationalized with simple pes-

simistic decision-making, whereby individuals optimize in a subjective probability framework that

places nearly all mass on the worst-case scenario threshold and group size realizations.
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